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• As would be expected during such an unprecedented crisis, American anxiety levels are at historic 

highs.  But it’s hopeful to see that there’s a significant group of Americans working to maintain an 

optimistic outlook.

• Amid this backdrop and our post-truth world, many people are also questioning the role that media 

plays in the anxiety they’re feeling..

• Through our AnxietyIndexTM analyses over the years, we’ve observed that usually, only one type of 

anxiety spikes at any given time.  And as one rises, another one falls – like a game of “whack-a-mole”.  

People have been telling us that they only have the emotional bandwidth for one major anxiety at a time.

• Today is very different - we’re seeing three spikes: health, government, and economic. It confirms 

what we already know – that we are in unique times – and suggests that predicting people’s behavior 

today based on lessons learned from past crises may not be as easy as we’d hope.

• At the moment, people’s economic anxieties are focused on the macro level – the economy and 

stock market.  Americans have yet to pivot to what this is going to mean to their households and 

personal finances.  Assuming the quarantines and business shut-downs continue through the coming 

weeks (and maybe months), the micro economic realities will begin to emerge as people feel the effects 

much more personally.
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• The anxiety being felt in High Impact States (NY, NJ, California, Washington, and Michigan) is 

significantly higher than in other areas of the country.  This high level of anxiety is likely a portent of 

what the rest of the country will be experiencing as the virus continues it’s spread in the coming 

weeks and months.

• Perhaps counterintuitively, younger Americans are much more anxious than their older 

counterparts, though it’s not necessarily COVID-19 that’s driving their anxiety.  Rather, it’s the 

economic implications from COVID-19: job prospects, cost of living, cost of goods, etc.  If younger 

Americans continue to flout social distancing guidelines due to their sense of invincibility - as has been 

reported - perhaps messaging about the impact they’re having on their economic future would be more 

impactful.

• Political ideologies are clearly playing a significant role in anxiety today, especially as it relates to 

COVID-19 and the government’s ability to accomplish things during this time - people are concerned 

about politics getting in the way of what needs to get done during this crisis.
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• There’s little agreement as to when this crisis will pass, a symptom of the uncertainty being felt by 

Americans.

• On average though, Americans are girding for another 3-4 months, putting the “end” in the 

June/July time period.

• In terms of what the next 6 months will bring, Americans are feeling pretty pessimistic; the 

economy and stock market, politics, COVID-19, access to quality healthcare, and the government’s 

ability to manage this crisis are all expected to get worse.

• What’s worrying people most about the impact of COVID-19? 

• There’s significantly more anxiety around how long the disruptions will last than the disruptions 

themselves…or said another way – another example of uncertainty driving anxiety.  As a result, much 

of the focus today is on the big picture, not the details.

• While people aren’t feeling anxious about daily life disruptions today (food shortages, internet 

bandwidth problems, civil unrest, scheduled trips, school), they’re clearly worried about the impact of 

what an extended period of disruptions will mean.
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• At this point, macro economic issues (economy crashing) are a significantly larger concern than 

micro economic issues (losing investments, losing a job).  But as the economic impact from the 

crisis continues, that will likely change.

• Outside of the impact of COVID-19 on the economy, the Low Impact States appear to be significantly 

less concerned about the potential impacts from the crisis.

• At the moment, the Moderate Impact States are more concerned – likely having experienced 

enough cases to have a better understanding of what might happen next. 

• Regardless of demographic, current health vulnerability, or even political ideology, actual physical 

proximity to COVID-19 drives anxiety. As the virus expands from the coasts through the heartland of 

the country, anxiety levels are going to spike.

• In addition to Americans believing that the U.S. government should be doing more to help stop the spread 

of COVID-19, Americans are looking at themselves as well, believing that citizens bear a responsibility 

to do more.   Americans appear primed for someone to lead a movement to help them mobilize into 

action.
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• Overall, Americans have an OK (not great) understanding of the facts surrounding COVID-19, equal to 

about a C+.

• What’s concerning is that their “grade” on true statements (a “B” average) is markedly higher than 

their “grade” on false statements (a “C” average).  It’s concerning as many of these false 

statements are ones from notoriously fake COVID-19 internet memes.

• Women have a better understanding of COVID-19 than men.

• Older Americans better than younger.

• Suburbanites better than urbanites and people in rural areas.

• And as much as both wings would like to believe, there’s no difference in COVID-19 knowledge by 

political ideology.

• While Americans have a pretty good sense of what they should be doing to avoid contracting COVID-19, 

they’ve admittedly been less than diligent in acting accordingly – real behavior change is challenging.
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• Not every brand needs to post information on their website regarding COVID-19 and how it impacts 

consumers.

• Consumers are primarily looking for information from industries that have a direct impact on 

consumer interactions with the company. 

• This doesn’t mean businesses with less direct consumer contact shouldn’t address COVID-19 –

which of course risks appearing unempathetic or tone-deaf – rather messaging needn’t be about how 

their efforts are directly impacting their customers.
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METHODOLOGY

Quantitative research study conducted by
+

Wunderman Thompson Data

WHO

WHEN

WHAT

n=500 (statistical tolerance=+/- 3.7 percentage points @ 90% confidence)

US adults, Age 18+

Data collected March 20th – March 23rd, 2020

Representative of the US population
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Anxiety and Consumer Confidence

Very Anxious Consumer Confidence Index

Correlation: -0.232

Why do we track anxiety?  We’ve learned over time that consumer anxiety is inversely related to consumer 

confidence; as anxiety increases, consumer confidence decreases, and spending patterns change.

Consumer Confidence Index Source: The Conference Board
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Americans are rarely at ease, always 

maintaining a fairly high baseline of 

anxiety.

American’s Overall Anxiety

Q. Overall, given everything that is going on in the world, the country, and your family's life, how nervous or anxious would you say you currently are?

% Anxious

% Not Anxious

70 70 71
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65
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Where we see spikes is in the intensity of that anxiety, usually driven by global events and national political events.

Intensity of Anxiety

Q. Overall, given everything that is going on in the world, the country, and your family's life, how nervous or anxious would you say you currently are?

Very Anxious

as a percent of

Total Anxious

37%

20%

23%
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22%

27%

32%
30% 29%

28%

36%
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It seems like the world is 

crazier today than ever before 85%

It feels like the world is 

coming apart at the seams
76%

I am optimistic about the future62%

Things in the world are fine, 

people just need to calm down
49%

77%

I find myself being a bit obsessed watching 

and reading the news these days

I think the media plays a large role in 

making me feel anxious

58%

Q. How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? (% who agree) 

While most Americans are feeling that COVID-19 is 

creating an unparalleled set of negative 

circumstances, at least in recent memory, there’s a 

significant group of people who remain optimistic

and are putting the crisis in perspective.

In a post-truth world, many are also questioning 

the role that media plays in the anxiety they’re 

feeling.
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What’s specifically 
making us nervous?



+
AnxietyIndexTM

%

Anxious

%

Not Anxious 100÷ × =

+AnxietyIndexTM = 200 = There are 2X as many anxious people than there are people who are not anxious

+AnxietyIndexTM = 100 = There are just as many anxious people as there are people who are not anxious

+AnxietyIndexTM = 50 = There are half as many anxious people as there are people who are not anxious

Meet the +AnxietyIndexTM
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March 2020

Average = 201

Average of top 3 

anxieties in each 

category

Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following.

In AnxietyIndexTM analyses over the years, we’ve observed that usually, only one anxiety spikes at any given time.  And as one 

rises, another one falls – like a game of “whack-a-mole”.  People have been telling us that they only have the emotional 

bandwidth for one major anxiety at a time.

Today is very different - we’re seeing three spikes: health, government, and economic. It confirms what we already know – that 

we are in unique times – and suggests that predicting people’s behavior today based on lessons learned from past crises may 

not be as easy as we’d hope.
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

When we dig deeper into these categories, the specific anxieties that are driving each category shed some additional light.

Obviously, health is about COVID-19, and the economy is about the macro economy, but interesting that government anxiety 

is about concerns that the government can actually put aside their differences and actually accomplish what’s needed to get us 

through this crisis. Though government inaction isn’t a new anxiety, it clearly has more significant implications today.  

Top anxiety in each 

category
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

65

80

86

101

111
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125

130

131

134

141

143

144

178

182

182

293

120

100

113

149

129

166

112

140

154

151

151

177

173

195

81

271

193

Gasoline prices

Safety of the products I buy

You and your family's current job security

Home energy prices

The rate of inflation in your country

My taxes increasing

Unemployment rates

The cost of education in your country

Food prices

The gap between rich and poor in your country

The cost of housing

Your ability to retire comfortably at a reasonable age

The number of people living in poverty in your country

The current cost of living in your country

The stock market

Stability of the Social Security system

The current state of the economy

April 2017

March 2020

Economic anxieties are focused on the broader economy and the stock market.  Nearly all other economic anxieties are in 

decline from three years ago – showing people focusing closely on the crisis at hand.  The relatively lower levels of cost of daily 

living expenses suggests most Americans aren’t looking too far ahead in this crisis, rather reacting to the issues of the moment.

+AnxietyIndexTM

Economic 

Anxieties
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

78

85

90

95

104

105

123

127

177

190

143

91

117

127

160

204

178

255

297

246

Terrorist attacks directly affecting you

Use of excessive force by police

The rate of crime in your community

Impact of religion on politics in your country

Racial and/or ethnic discrimination

Current military hostilities around the world

Potential military hostilities around the world

The threat of terrorism on American soil

The threat of terrorism around the world

Gun violence in your country

April 2017

March 2020

Across the board, all concerns about personal safety and security have 

taken a back seat to the concerns of COVID-19.

+AnxietyIndexTM

Safety/

Security

Anxieties
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

78

103

166

188

214

242

261

262

119

157

218

211

261

223

305

275

The use of violence by government

Border/territorial tensions with nearby countries

Political instability

Government budget deficits

The political leadership in your country

Polarization of political views

Corruption of political officials

The government’s ability to get things accomplished

April 2017

March 2020

Concerns about the U.S. government’s ability to get things accomplished, 

especially during a period of hyper partisanship, remains a major concern 

among Americans, only slightly lower than levels reported in 2017. 

+AnxietyIndexTM

Government

Anxieties
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

92

108

109

134

157

169

180

262

382

95

123

120

91

171

178

137

286

117

Obesity in your country

Safety of the food supply

Reliability of health advice from health care providers

Spread of diseases due to lack of sanitation

The quality of health care in your country

Access to quality health care

Scarcity of health care (including hospital) resources

Cost of quality healthcare

Global /Regional pandemic diseases

April 2017

March 2020

While people are obviously clearly focused on COVID-19, Americans’ broad concerns about the U.S. healthcare industry (cost, 

quality, access, and reliability) remain at levels similar to 2017 – a persistent are of concern, and one they’re likely thinking about 

during the current crisis. 

+AnxietyIndexTM

Health

Anxieties
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

88

120

128

147

160

160

170

179

97

117

111

188

166

162

157

191

Quality of sanitation in your country

Sea levels rising

Population overcrowding

Water pollution

Air pollution

Natural disasters

Impact of climate change

Protecting the planet’s natural resources

April 2017

March 2020

Despite the immediacy of the COVID-19 crisis, longer term concerns 

about the environmental remain surprisingly similar year over 

year.

+AnxietyIndexTM

Environmental

Anxieties
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 

43

63

70

87

92

112

113

117

135

145

176

207

232

58

70

118

110

95

135

116

164

155

249

211

278

286

My job being replaced by robots/technology

Fear of technology advancing faster than I can keep up

The impact of large-scale adoption of drones

Too much technological automatization

Social media’s impact on my real-world, in-person 
relationships

The government hacking into my personal information online

Outsourcing or elimination of jobs as a result of technological
developments

Safety of self-driving cars

Loss of personal and digital privacy due to smart
devices/smart homes

Other country’s hacking into my country’s classified 
government information

Cyber-terrorism

Identify theft

The security of your personal information & data

July 2017

March 2020

With a more immediate threat in COVID-19, anxieties and 

concerns about technology have muted a bit.

+AnxietyIndexTM

Technology

Anxieties
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Q. Please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or are not, about each of the following. 
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60

75

76
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79

81

81

85

88

112

113

116

119

95

95

98

117

113

100

100

100

97

125

136

151

208

146

Acceptance of LGBT people in your country

Religious persecution in your country

Educational opportunities in your country

Restricting immigration into your country

Allowing too many immigrants into your country

Equal opportunities for women in your country

Treatment of women in your country

Right to obtain a legal abortion

Equal access to education in your country

Allowing refugees into your country

Radicalization of religion

Drug use in your community

Racial/ethnic tensions in your country

Quality of education in your country

April 2017

March 2020

Similar to technology anxieties, in the face of COVID-19, social concerns 

are more muted in Americans’ minds.

+AnxietyIndexTM

Social

Anxieties
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Who’s nervous?



As would be expected, states with high numbers of confirmed COVID-19 

cases are demonstrating significant higher anxiety about the disease.  This 

high level of anxiety is likely to be what lies in store for the rest of the country, 

assuming cases mount as they have in these handful of states.

Q. Overall, given everything that is going on in the world, the country, and your family's life, how nervous or anxious would you say you currently are?

502

303
268

797

373

289

380
342

222

289
247

212

High Impact States Moderate Impact States Low Impact States

Overall Anxiety COVID-19 State of the Economy Gov't Ability to Accomplish

+AnxietyIndexTM

As of March 20, 2020

High Impact States = 2,000+ cases: 

New York, New Jersey, California, 

Washington State, Michigan

Moderate Impact States = 800-1,999 

cases: 

Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Louisiana, 

Georgia, Pennsylvania, Colorado, Texas, 

Connecticut

Low Impact States = Under 800 cases: 

Tennessee, Ohio, Wisconsin, North 

Carolina, Indiana, Arizona, Alabama, South 

Carolina, Maryland, Nevada, Virginia, 

Mississippi, Missouri, Utah, Arkansas, 

Minnesota, Oregon, District of Columbia, 

Kentucky, Oklahoma, Maine, Iowa, New 

Hampshire, Rhode Island, Kansas, 

Vermont, Idaho, Delaware, New Mexico, 

Hawaii, Nebraska, Montana, Alaska, West 

Virginia, Wyoming, North Dakota, South 

Dakota
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Younger Americans are 

significantly more anxious than 

their older cohorts. But as news 

reports have suggested, among 

the youngest cohort (18-24), it’s 

not COVID-19 that’s necessarily 

driving their anxiety – rather the 

implications of COVID-19 for their 

economic future; job prospects, 

cost of living, cost of goods, etc. 

As expected, older Americans in 

the vulnerable target age group, 

are primarily anxious about 

COVID-19.

Q. Overall, given everything that is going on in the world, the country, and your family's life, how nervous or anxious would you say you currently are?

1,191

619

203
270

426
491

243

667
610

304
243 272

230 222 211
305

18-24 25-34 35-54 55+

Overall Anxiety COVID-19 State of the Economy Gov't Ability to Accomplish

+AnxietyIndexTM
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As we’ve observed in prior studies, women are more anxious than men, in general, but COVID-19 

has women particularly anxious. 

Similarly, families are expressing significantly more anxiety, driven largely by COVID-19.

Q. Overall, given everything that is going on in the world, the country, and your family's life, how nervous or anxious would you say you currently are?

260

393

308

486

254

339

252
271

Male Female

Overall Anxiety COVID-19

State of the Economy Gov't Ability to Accomplish

452

284

437

366

287 294289

253

Children Under 18 in HH No Children Under 18 in HH

Overall Anxiety COVID-19

State of the Economy Gov't Ability to Accomplish

+AnxietyIndexTM
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Rural Americans, as may be expected due to lower 

population densities, are much less anxious about 

COVID-19.

Q. Overall, given everything that is going on in the world, the country, and your family's life, how nervous or anxious would you say you currently are?

326 336

263

387

431

283
263

317
282

202

320

242

Urban Suburban Rural

Overall Anxiety COVID-19

State of the Economy Gov't Ability to Accomplish

428
400

201

744

284
303317 327

244

533

255

153

Liberal Moderate Conservative

Overall Anxiety COVID-19

State of the Economy Gov't Ability to Accomplish

+AnxietyIndexTM

Political ideologies are clearly playing 

a significant role in anxiety today, 

especially as it relates to COVID-19 and 

the government’s ability to accomplish 

things during this time - people are 

concerned about politics getting in the 

way of what needs to get done during 

this crisis.
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When do people 
think things are 
going to get 
better?



Q. How long do you think it will be before we stop hearing about new coronavirus infections?

5%

13%

20%

22%

12%

11%

16%

Within a couple
of weeks

Within a month
or so

Within a few
months

Around July,
August or

September of
2020

Around October,
November or
December of

2020

Not until 2021 or
after

I don’t really 
know

Perhaps one of the most 

difficult parts of the current 

crisis is the uncertainty of 

how long the crisis will last.

On average, Americans are 

girding for another 3-4 

months, putting the “end” in 

the June/July time period.

45%

38%
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37%

50%

34%

45% 44%

30% 28%

20% 20%

28%

21%
17% 17% 17% 16%

55% 27%
56%

29% 31% 57%

53% 69% 70%
50% 63% 69% 67% 65% 67%

9%

23%

10%

26% 25%

13%
18%

10% 10%

22%

16% 14% 16% 18% 17%

-28%
-27%

-24%

-19% -19%

-17%

-10% -10%

-9%

-6%
-5%

-3%
-1%

0%

1%

-30%

-25%

-20%

-15%

-10%

-5%

0%

5%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Polarization of
political views

The current state
of the economy

Political instability The stock market Global/Regional
pandemic
diseases

Access to quality
health care

The gov’s ability 
to accomplish

The security of
your data

The privacy of
your data

The govt’s ability 
to respond to 

crisis

Border tensions
with countries

Safety of the food
supply

Allowing
immigrants into

country

You. your family's
job security

Reliability of
advice from HCPs

Will Get Worse Will Stay The Same Will Get Better Better MINUS Worse

Q. And over the next 6 months, do you expect that each of the following will…?

In terms of what the next 6 months will bring, Americans are feeling pretty pessimistic; the economy and stock market, politics, 

COVID-19, access to quality healthcare, and the government’s ability to manage this crisis are all expected to get worse.

Things will largely remain the sameThings are going to get worse
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How does 
coronavirus stack 
up against other 
diseases? 



In terms of pandemic diseases, 
COVID-19 is breaking new ground 
in driving levels of anxiety.

Global 

Pandemic 

Diseases

50 51

48

53

40
46

21

50 49

52

47

60

54

79

Sept 2009 May 2010 Oct 2010 Oct 2012 Oct 2014 April 2017 Mar 2020

% Nervous or Anxious

% Not Nervous or Anxious

H1N1

Ebola

COVID-19

Q. For each of the following, please indicate how nervous or anxious you currently are, or not. 
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Q. How dangerous do you think each the following diseases are, once someone contracts it? (Among those aware of each)

73

56

49

41 40 40
37 36

17

Ebola Coronavirus SARS Enterovirus
D68

Avian Flu Cholera H1N1 Bird Flu Seasonal Flu

% saying Disease is “Very Dangerous”

Given all of the discussion 

comparing coronavirus to the 

seasonal flu, it’s somewhat 

surprising to see just how much 

more dangerous Americans 

consider coronavirus to be 

compared to influenza (and even 

other recent viruses).

High Impact States – 64%

Moderate Impact States – 57%

Low Impact States – 50%
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COVID-19

Impact

Anxieties



Q. How nervous or anxious would you say you currently are about each of the following?

+AnxietyIndexTM

35

40

64

73

75

82

89

98

114

115

124

140

150

164

186

222

309

329

345

372

497

My child falling behind in schooling/curriculum

Losing my job

My health insurance won’t cover me if I contract the coronavirus

Upcoming vacations, holidays or trips you have scheduled

Getting really bored staying at/working from home

Becoming depressed by being isolated/lack of contact with others

Running out of food

Internet won’t be able to handle the strain of working/schooling remotely

Losing my investments

Severe disruption to my family’s normal routine

Unknowingly giving coronavirus to someone else

Contracting the coronavirus yourself

Running out of products that I need day to day

The virus will lead to widespread civil unrest

Someone you personally know contracting the coronavirus

Someone in your family contracting the coronavirus virus

The ability of your country’s health care system to cope in a major crisis

Coronavirus spreading out of control

Coronavirus spreading across America

The economy crashing

The disruption caused by coronavirus lasting for a really long time

Physical/Emotional Impact

Physical/Emotional Impact

Physical/Emotional Impact

Physical/Emotional Impact

Disrupting Daily Life

Disrupting Daily Life

Disrupting Daily Life

Disrupting Daily Life

Physical/Emotional Impact

Financial

Financial

Physical/Emotional Impact

Disrupting Daily Life

Health Care

Health Care

Financial

Disrupting Daily Life

Disrupting Daily Life

Disrupting Daily Life

Controlling COVID-19

Controlling COVID-19

What’s worrying people most about the impact of COVID-19?

There’s significantly more anxiety around how long the disruptions will last than the disruptions themselves…or said another 
way – uncertainty is driving anxiety.  As a result, much of the focus today is on the big picture, not the details.

While people aren’t feeling anxious about daily life disruptions today (food shortages, internet bandwidth problems, civil unrest, 
scheduled trips, school), they’re clearly worried about the impact of what an extended period of disruptions will mean.

At this point, macro 
economic issues
(economy crashing) are a 
significantly larger concern 
than micro economic 
issues (losing 
investments, losing a job).  
But as the economic 
impact from the crisis 
continues, that will likely 
change.

While overloading the 
health care system is a 
big concern, health 
insurance issues are not a 
concern at all.
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Q. How nervous or anxious would you say you currently are about each of the following?

+AnxietyIndexTM
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74
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87

70

99

150
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144

171

263

321

417

304

490

42
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94
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145

175
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251

345
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333
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44
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66

76

85

96

102

107

126

145

152

158

183

235

287

342

352

355

437

446

My child falling behind in schooling/curriculum

Losing my job

My health insurance won’t cover me if I contract the 
coronavirus

Upcoming vacations, holidays or trips you have scheduled

Getting really bored staying at/working from home

Becoming depressed or low by being isolated and having
lack of contact with others

Severe disruption to my family’s normal routine

Losing my investments

The internet won’t be able to handle the strain of so many 
people working/going to school remotely

Running out of food

Unknowingly giving coronavirus to someone else

Running out of products that I need day to day

The virus will lead to widespread civil unrest

Contracting the coronavirus yourself

Someone you personally know contracting the
coronavirus

Someone in your family contracting the coronavirus virus

The ability of your country’s health care system to cope in 
a major crisis

Coronavirus spreading across America

The economy crashing

Coronavirus spreading out of control

The disruption caused by coronavirus lasting for a really
long time

High Imact States

Moderate Impact States

Low Impact States

Outside of the impact of 
COVID-19 on the economy, 
the Low Impact States 
appear to be significantly 
less concerned about the 
potential impacts from the 
crisis.

At the moment, the 
Moderate Impact States 
are more concerned – likely 
having experienced enough 
cases to have a better 
understanding of what might 
happen next.  
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% Very Anxious

Today

% Very Likely Will 

Happen in next 6 

Months

Q. How nervous or anxious would you say you currently are about each of the following?

Q. How likely or unlikely do you think it is that each of the following will happen in the next 6 months? 

Americans are more nervous 

about COVID-19 impacts 

than they are about the 

likelihood these impacts will 

actually happen.

Perhaps it’s wishful 

thinking, simple 

uncertainty, or more likely, a 

projection of what they’re 

currently experiencing.

If the crisis worsens, as 

many experts predict it will, 

Americans appear 

emotionally unprepared for 

what’s to come.

Coronavirus 

spreading across 

America

The economy 

crashing

Someone in your 

family contracting 

the coronavirus 

virus

Coronavirus 

spreading out of 

control

Someone you 

personally know 

contracting the 

coronavirus virus

The virus will lead to widespread civil unrest

Contracting 

the 

coronavirus 

yourself

Losing my 

investments

The ability of your country’s 

health care system to cope 

in a major crisis

Unknowingly 

giving 

coronavirus 

to someone 

else

Running out of 

products that I 

need day to day

My health 

insurance won’t 

cover me if I 

contract the 

coronavirus

Running 

out of food

Losing my 

job

My child falling behind 

in schooling/ 

curriculum

Becoming depressed by being 

isolated/lack of contact with others

Internet won’t be able to handle the 

strain of working/schooling remotely

Getting really bored staying 

at/working from home

Canceling upcoming 

vacations, holidays or trips 

you have scheduled

Severe disruption to my 

family’s normal routine
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Q. How nervous or anxious would you say you currently are about each of the following?

27%

33%
34%

38%

40%

44%

31%

34%
32%

38%

46%

52%

32%

39% 39%

45% 45%

49%

20%

27%

32% 32% 33%
35%

Someone in your
town or city tests
positive for the

Coronavirus

Someone in your
neighborhood tests

positive for the
Coronavirus

Someone where
you work or go to

school tests
positive for the
Coronavirus

You were in the
same building as

someone who
tests positive for
the Coronavirus

You were on the
same airplane as

someone who
tests positive for
the Coronavirus

You were in the
same room as
someone who

tests positive for
the Coronavirus

Total US High Impact States Moderate Impact States Low Impact States

Regardless of demographic, 

current health vulnerability, or 

even political ideology, 

proximity to COVID-19 

drives anxiety.

As the virus expands from 

the coasts through the 

heartland of the country, 

anxiety levels are going to 

spike.

Again we see the current 

Low Impact States 

expressing much less 

anxiety.

% saying “Very Anxious”
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Q. How much do you agree with each of the following statement about the coronavirus? 

75%

36%

The government should be doing
more to protect people from getting

the coronavirus

Governments are overreacting to
coronavirus

91% 89%

People should be doing better at
following the recommendations of

their governments

We, as residents of my country,
should be doing more to stop the

spread of coronavirus

Liberal – 88%

Moderate – 80%

Conservative – 55%

Liberal – 29%

Moderate – 35%

Conservative – 45%

Governments Citizens

A majority believe the U.S. government should be doing more to help stop the spread of COVID-19 (although there are 
significant differences of opinion by political ideology). Americans are looking at themselves as well, believing that citizens also 
bear a responsibility to do more (and this agreement is across political ideologies).  

Americans appear primed for someone to lead a movement to help them mobilize into action.

Liberal – 95%

Moderate – 88%

Conservative – 89%

Liberal – 91%

Moderate – 88%

Conservative – 88%

% who agree
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Q. How much do you agree with each of the following statement about the coronavirus? 

92%

82%

Governments around the world
should work together to collaborate

and coordinate their responses

My government’s responsibility is to 
not only stop the spread of 

coronavirus in my country, but also 
stop it from spreading to other 

countries across the world

Liberal – 92%

Moderate – 93%

Conservative – 91%

Liberal – 88%

Moderate – 82%

Conservative – 74%

Global Cooperation

There’s also a sense that there needs to be more international collaboration and coordination between governments in the fight 
against COVID-19 – with bi-partisan support.

Having the U.S. lead that charge introduces some partisanship.

% who agree
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Q. How much of a role, if any, should each of the following play in helping halt the spread of the coronavirus? 

41%

43%

44%

45%

53%

54%

60%

65%

65%

70%

72%

The United Nations

Non-Profit Health Organizations (e.g., Doctors Without
Borders, The Red Cross, etc.)

Wealthy companies

Screeners at airports in your country

Companies that sell surface sanitizing products (e.g.,
Clorox, Lysol, etc.)

Companies that sell hand sanitizing products (e.g., Purell,
etc.)

The WHO (World Health Organization)

The doctors and nurses in your country’s hospitals

Your country’s government

The Center for Disease Control (CDC)

Individual citizens

When compared side-by-side, 
there’s a belief that in America, 
individuals should be playing the 
biggest role in halting the spread 
of COVID-19, along with the U.S. 
government, local HCPs, and 
companies that manufacture 
sanitizing products. 
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Q. Listed below are a number of statements about coronavirus.  Some are these statements are true, while some of these statements  are false.  Please indicate which ones you 

think are true, and which ones you think are false? (Note: The order of true and false statements were randomized to survey respondents.)

55%

80%

81%

83%

88%

88%

89%

90%

92%

94%

94%

Coronaviruses come from animals and transfer to
humans

Most cases of coronavirus have fairly mild symptoms

You can contract coronavirus from droplets through
the air

Coronavirus can live on surfaces for 48 to 72 hours,
depending on the surface

Using hand sanitizer gel is one way to help prevent
contracting coronavirus

You can contract coronavirus by touching an infected
surface and then touching yourself

Putting yourself in self-isolation if you’ve come in 
contact with someone who has tested positive for 

coronavirus will help slow the spread

Coronaviruses infect all races and ethnicities the same

Coronavirus was first observed in Wuhan, China

Washing your hands frequently and thoroughly, using
soap and hot water is one of the best way to prevent

contracting coronavirus

Anyone can contract coronavirus

38%

57%

62%

66%

70%

70%

71%

71%

73%

75%

85%

85%

86%

86%

88%

89%

You can contract coronavirus by just touching
someone who is infected

You should keep your mouth moist and drink a lot of
water to prevent infection

You can use vodka to make your own hand sanitizer

A face mask will protect you from coronavirus

A vaccine for coronavirus will be available within 2-3
months

Coronavirus and the regular seasonal flu are pretty
much the same thing

Ordering or buying products shipped from China could
make a person contract coronavirus

Coronavirus is being hyped by the Democrats to make
President Trump look bad

Coronavirus was deliberately released by the Chinese
government

Spraying alcohol or chlorine on your body can kill the
new coronavirus

Drinking water every 15 minutes will flush out any
coronavirus from your mouth

A vaccine to cure COVID-19 is available

Drinking hot water will kill coronavirus

Drinking orange juice can prevent you from contracting
coronavirus

Coronavirus was deliberately released by the U.S.
government

Easting garlic can prevent you from contracting
coronavirus

True Statements

% Correctly Answered as being “True”

False Statements

% Correctly Answered as being “False”

Overall, Americans have an OK (not great) understanding of the facts surrounding COVID-19, equal to about a C+.

What’s concerning is that their “grade” on true statements (a “B” average) is markedly higher than their “grade” on false 
statements (a “C” average).  It’s concerning as many of these false statements are ones from notoriously fake COVID-19 
internet memes.
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Q. Listed below are a number of statements about coronavirus.  Some are these statements are true, while some of these statements  are false.  Please indicate which ones you 

think are true, and which ones you think are false? (Note: The order of true and false statements were randomized to survey respondents.)

And as one might expect, grades are not evenly distributed by demographic group:

Women have a better understanding of COVID-19 than men.

Older people better than younger.

Suburbanites better than urbanites and rural people.

There’s no difference in COVID-19 knowledge by political ideology.

Total Male Female 18-34 35-54 55+ Urban

Sub-

urban Rural

Health 

Risks

No 

Risks Liberal

Moder-

ate

Conse-

rvative

Overall 

Grade
C+ C B- C C+ B C B- C+ C+ C+ C+ C+ C+

Grade 

on 

“True” 

State-

ments

B B B B- B A- B B B B B B B B

Grade 

on 

“False” 

State-

ments

C D+ C+ D+ C B- D+ C+ C C- C C C C
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Q. Listed below are a number of statements about coronavirus.  Some are these statements are true, while some of these statements  are false.  Please indicate which ones you 

think are true, and which ones you think are false? (Note: The order of true and false statements were randomized to survey respondents.)

Does being anxious about COVID-19 force one to become more informed about it?

Or does less knowledge about COVID-19 allow one to live free from worry?

While causality is difficult to prove, the data below certainly suggest that being as well informed as one can be during this
crisis is probably a good side on which to err.

Total

Anxious About 

COVID-19

Not Anxious 

About COVID-19

Overall 

Grade
C+ C+ C

Grade 

on 

“True” 

State-

ments

B B+ C+

Grade 

on 

“False” 

State-

ments

C C+ C-
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Q. Which of the following steps, if any, do you think people in general should be doing to avoid contracting the coronavirus?

Q. And which of the following steps, if any, have you personally started doing to avoid contracting the coronavirus?

17%

21%

25%

37%

40%

42%

49%

50%

52%

53%

56%

59%

61%

66%

68%

68%

71%

77%

33%

47%

66%

73%

60%

66%

71%

74%

75%

69%

70%

76%

76%

75%

76%

83%

69%

83%

Wearing a facial mask when visiting crowded places

Wearing gloves when visiting places where international travelers are present

Keeping children away from school

Working remotely from home, when possible

Avoiding places where international travelers are present

Delaying non-emergency hospital visits

Avoiding airline travel when possible

Avoid physical contact with people recently exposed to Coronavirus

Avoid nightclubs

Using surface sanitizing products around their home more frequently

Avoid public transportation

Using hand sanitizer products more frequently

Avoid hugging or kissing people on the cheek when you see them

Avoid bars/restaurants

Avoid shopping malls

Avoid shaking people’s hands

Leaving their home less often

Washing their hands more frequently

People Should be Doing Are Personally Doing

While Americans have a pretty good sense of what they should be doing to avoid contracting COVID-19, they’ve admittedly 
been less than diligent in acting accordingly – real behavior change can be difficult.
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Q. Which of the following companies, if any, should be posting information on their websites about coronavirus as it relates to their products or services?

32%

34%

35%

37%

37%

39%

40%

41%

44%

46%

47%

48%

51%

51%

53%

54%

55%

55%

56%

57%

57%

60%

61%

61%

66%

66%

Sports teams

Makers of frozen or packaged foods

Financial investment companies

Home maintenance services

Makers of bottled water

Financial services companies

Train operators

Your public utilities

Insurance companies

Makers of over the counter cold/flu medications

Banks

Travel websites

Makers of medications

Retail stores

Home delivery services

Hotels

Cruise ship companies

Makers of vaccines

Makers of hand sanitizing products

Makers of surface sanitizing products

Food delivery services

Airlines

Restaurants

Your healthcare insurance provider

Grocery stores

Your pharmacy

Not every brand needs to post 
information on their website 
regarding COVID-19 and how it 
impacts consumers.

Consumers are looking for 
information from industries directly 
impacting consumer interactions 
with the company. 

This doesn’t mean businesses with 
less direct consumer contact 
shouldn’t address COVID-19–
which risks appearing 
unempathetic or tone-deaf – rather 
messaging needn’t be about how 
their efforts are directly impacting 
their customers.
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Q. How much do you agree with each of the following statement about the coronavirus? 

I admire companies that are taking action to 

help stop the spread of the coronavirus 
92%

92%
I admire companies that are taking action to 

alleviate the impact of coronavirus

89% The government alone can’t stop the spread, 

we need the companies to help out too

Beyond messaging, this crisis is an opportunity for brands to act.  While of course challenging given how many industries are 
facing their own challenges, brands that do take action on behalf of the American people will do well in earning the goodwill 
and admiration of the people.  What’s more, it’s not just a desire, people feel it is needed to get through the crisis.
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53%

51%

46%

43%

41%

39%

38%

37%

36%

35%

33%

33%

31%

30%

30%

30%

30%

29%

28%

27%

47%

49%

54%

57%

59%

61%

62%

63%

64%

65%

67%

67%

69%

70%

70%

70%

70%

71%

72%

73%

Frequently washing one’s hands

When washing your hands, washing for the full recommended 20 seconds

Stocking up on necessities in case of an emergency

Not shaking hands when you greet someone

Not kissing someone’s cheeks when you greet them

Working remotely from home

Not going on cruise ships

Remote (virtual) education for colleges and universities

Keeping your distance from other people (i.e., Social Distancing)

Not hugging someone when you greet them

The amount you spend on non-essential purchases

Avoiding airline flights/flying less often

Avoiding attending business conferences

Avoiding public transportation

Minimizing attending concerts or shows

Minimizing attending sporting events

Minimizing attending cultural events

Not going out to the movies

Avoiding restaurants

Avoiding vaccines for fear of side effects

Will Become the New Normal Will Return to Pre-Outbreak Behavior

Q. Listed below are a number of things people are doing differently now, given coronavirus.  After the outbreak, which of these do you 

think will more or less return to the pre-outbreak behavior, and which of these do you think will become the “new normal”? 

Regardless of how diligent people 
have been in adopting coronavirus-
appropriate behaviors, most 
people think that they’ll revert 
back to the their post-crisis 
behaviors once the crisis is over.

The behaviors that seem to have 
the most sticking-power are the 
person-to-person social 
interactions behaviors.

Three behaviors people believe will 
become a new normal that have 
implications for certain industries 
are remote learning/working, and 
cruise ships, and grocery retail.
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